Exploring Spaces, Going Places

Supporting School-Age Accreditation and Quality Programming

GPS/GIS is a great way to incorporate science activities into the School-age program. 4-H Exploring Spaces, Going Places guides are full of long-term activities that encourage higher level thinking skills. The activities are easy to understand, with everything you need (materials and supplies) stated at the beginning of each activity. All it takes is an adult who is excited about the project and is willing to take a little time to read the project books, think about the activities and develop some thought-provoking questions.

Providing Quality Middle School and Teen Programming

Teens will get excited about 4-H Exploring Spaces, Going Places when they realize they can make a difference in their community. When youth can look at a problem in their community like an intersection where there are a number of accidents, find a solution and present that solution to the city council it encourage them to become more involved. Choose activities where teens can work together. Through the use of hands-on activities, youth can learn about GIS/GPS and the jobs that are related to the industry.

Essential Elements of 4-H Youth Development

Youth involved in 4-H know they are cared about and feel a sense of BELONGING; they exercise INDEPENDENCE by using decision-making and action to influence people and events; they develop a sense of MASTERY by learning skills needed in making positive career and life choices; and they experience GENEROSITY by helping others through community service. These elements support the Army Youth Development Components of Belonging, Success, Service and Independence.

Ideas! Ideas! Ideas!

Brainstorming with children, youth and parents is a great way to generate a list of ideas for field trips, speakers, and websites. If you need a few ideas to get started, here are some examples:

- Ask the garrison planning, security or transportation office if they use GIS/GPS. Have someone from their office come talk to the group.
- Check with the local planning commission to see if project members can see their work in action.

Opportunities for Youth Leadership and Development and Cross-age Teaching

Older youth can serve as project helpers to younger youth by helping them set goals and work toward completing them. Older geospatial project members can host skillathons or a geospatial week at summer camp to help children and youth learn how GIS/GPS works.

Community Service/Service Learning Opportunities

There are many opportunities for community service with 4-H Exploring Spaces, Going Places. Map out community restaurants that serve nutritional foods, map areas where invasive weeds grow, or identify local community points of interests and share them with the community government. Looking for ideas? Ask garrison officials or the local city planner for suggestions.

Summary

An interest in GIS/GPS is all that’s needed to lead Exploring Spaces, Going Places. Review the materials, try out some of the activities, and select 6-10 sessions for a terrific project. With the help of an adult, youth will discover the exciting world of geospatial geographic.
**Exploring Spaces, Going Places**

**Project Goals**
4-H Exploring Spaces, Going Places offers a variety of experiences and opportunities that encourage youth of all ages to increase their knowledge, skill, and understanding of geographic and geospatial-related ideas and problems.

**Four Fun Activities**

1. **What happens if there were no house addresses?** How would the mail carrier know which letters to leave at each home? How are restaurants found in a new city? Success depends on having the right information or data. In Setting Out, Level 1 – Beginner, Collection Activity #1, Data Deluge, youth will not only think about geographical data but also learn to describe it.

2. **What are the points of interest in your hometown?** Are there famous restaurants or stores that should not be missed? What about historical monuments or specific manufacturing others would enjoy seeing? In Setting Out, Level 1 – Beginner Project, Take Me on a Tour, youth select places of interest in the community. Then using a variety of geo-tools (compass, GPS, topographic map, satellite image or aerial photo) camera or altimeter) they will collect the positional data needed to design a community tour map.

3. **Plan an “extreme adventure” using On the Trail, Level 2 – Intermediate, Components Activity #2, From Here To There.** It can be an expedition to the Amazon or exploration of the Mammoth Cave tunnels. Youth will determine the geographic and geospatial data components needed to prepare for a safe adventure.

4. **Learn about Wilderness Rescue Rangers who rescued hunters or hikers and then participate in this activity Geospatial Helper’s Guide, Advanced Activity #2, GPS Search & Rescue – Find Buddy!** Youth use their knowledge of GPS, magnetic compass, and topographic maps to search for Buddy. The first team on the scene has the honor of bringing Buddy back to headquarters.

**Related 4-H Projects**
Because 4-H Exploring Spaces, Going Places includes map making, think of all the maps that could be created and useful in Outdoor Adventures, Power of the Wind, Aerospace Adventures, Bicycle Adventures and many more.

**Life Skills**
“Skills that help an individual to be successful in living a productive and satisfying life” are identified as Life Skills (Hendricks, 1996). The skills that can be developed in this project include communication, leading, learning, critical thinking, planning, keeping records, and building self-esteem. One of these skills is targeted for each activity but in each one youth will have the opportunity to practice several skills.

**Character Connection**
Character Counts all the time. Just because the ability exists to map and track virtually everything in the world doesn’t mean it is the right thing to do. It is important to use all Six Pillars as a guide when working on this project. When determining if a feature should be included on a map ask: Does this show Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring and Citizenship on the part of the project members? A person of character does the right thing even when it is hard or no one else is doing it.

**Experiential Learning**
Experiential Learning engages children and youth while they learn, share, and grow through their 4-H experiences. With an adult as the coach, the first step is “doing” or exploring. Next, youth share what they did and discuss the experience with their peers. After they’ve identified the skills and knowledge gained, help them determine how to apply these to other situations in their lives. Questions for this project could include: How would you decide where to go if asked to plan the project field trip? Would it be warm or cold? How is the temperature determined? How would the group get to the selected location? Which route would be taken? What equipment should be taken to make sure the group arrived at the designated stop?

**Integrating Technology**
4-H Exploring Spaces, Going Places is filled with technology from using compasses and hand-held GPS units, to using the computer to help draw maps. Robots use GPS/GIS technology to compete a variety of tasks. You can’t think of GIS/GPS without thinking of technology. Here are a few websites with additional information about 4-H GIS/GPS.

- National 4-H GIS/GPS Leadership Team
- Module 8: Exploring Spaces, Going Places
- Robotics and GPS/GIS in 4-H: Workplace Skills for the 21st Century
  - http://bse.unl.edu/adammch/4H/index.html

Each project activity includes additional websites.